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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, an approach has been proposed that makes the 

processing of join operation in database systems more efficient. In 

join operation processing relations that take part in the join 

process are required to be transferred to the main memory (RAM) 

from hard disk. In join operation processing when block nested 

loop algorithm is used to perform join between relations and 

multiple blocks of the relations that take part in the joining 

process are transferred from hard disk to main memory than in 

this case the main memory buffer allotted to the blocks of relation. 

Using this approach, multiple blocks are transferred for the 

relations that participates in the join operation processing, instead 

of transferring blocks one by one for each relation (or multiple 

blocks for one relation) without worrying about the large and 

small databases size. When this new approach is applied, the rate 

of block transfer during join operation processing using block 

nested loop algorithm get minimizes and join query processing 

become efficient,  without loosing the level of complexity of the 

previous algorithms of block nested loop join(BNLJ).  

General Terms 
Algorithm for join operation processing based on rate of block 

transfer. 

Keywords 
Databases, Query Processing, Block Nested-Loop Join (BNLJ), 

RAM, and Hard Disk.      

1 INTRODUCTION 
Join operation combines tuples from two relations to produce the 

join result. Join processing records of the relations are on the 

whole expensive operations occurred in a database management 

system [1]. So, all query optimization algorithms firstly deal with 

joins [2]. In the previous years, many join techniques have been 

designed for better processing of join operation [3] and [4]. Join 

operation processing is the most expensive operation in database 

system and there are many ways proposed in the past for 

processing join query [5]. In database management systems it has 

been assumed that all data reside on main memory (RAM). In the 

past years the join algorithms analyzed has been firstly consisted 

of reckoning the number of disk pages transferred during the join 

operations [10].  

In this paper the proposed approaches minimizes the number of 

block transfer during the join operation. When two relations (are 

placed on disk) are transferred from disk to main memory on the 

basis of multiple blocks transfer for both of the two relations. 

During this operation the complexity of the proposed algorithm is 

also maintained. Relations are stored on the disk in the form of 

files and these files are distributed on the disk’s segments. When 

any join query is fired the operation performed is to transfer the 

relation from main memory to disk either one by one tuples are 

transferred for the relation to be joined or multiple tuples are 

transferred.  

In join operation processing when block nested loop algorithm is 

used to perform join between relations and multiple blocks of the 

relations that take part in the joining process are transferred from 

hard disk to main memory than in this case the main memory 

buffer allotted to the blocks of relation at outer loop of the join 

algorithm is not less than that of five blocks and ( )5−Z  is the 

maximum space allotted to the relation at inner loop of the join 

algorithm. Because at the point when relation at outer loop gets 

less space in main memory than blocks of relation at inner loop 

shows the worst scenario so, to make it efficient many database 

systems changes the positions of the relations from outer to inner 

loop and vice- versa. For this reason, the proposed block nested 

loop ( )5−Z  algorithm is the one that gives best results when rate 

of block transfer is the comparison factor between the join 

algorithms. It means that rate of block transfer minimizes when 

block nested loop ( )5−Z  algorithm is used in joining of two 

relations. 

In this paper (section 2), discussion has been done on the basis of 

the algorithm previously developed and analysis of effectiveness 

is done as well. In section 3, an approach has been discussed to 

minimize the rate of block transfers during join operation 

processing without losing the level of complexities of previous 

join algorithms. An algorithm also has been proposed for it. In 

section 4, tables has been presented that compares the seek time, 

complexity, rate of block transfer and effectiveness of algorithms 

previously developed with the proposed algorithm. In section 4, 

an analysis of expected result is presented and some experimental 

results are also reported. In the final section, conclusion as well as 

future work has been presented. 

2 BACKGROUND 
In database management systems, join algorithms are used for the 

combination of the tuples from the relations for producing join 

result based on a join condition. There are many different types of 

Join algorithms [12]. Some times it is necessary to work with 

multiple relations as they were contains data of same entity. Then 

a single SQL query can manipulate data from all the relations. 

Join are used to achieve this. Relations are joining on attributes 

that have the same data type and width in the relations [17]. There 

are many join algorithms for joining relations based on join 
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condition. And, these algorithms scans the relations participated in 

the join operation to produce the joined relation as a result in the 

buffer of main memory. [12].  

In this paper, an effective approach to join query processing is 

being proposed. So, for this it is proposed in this paper that how to 

minimize the rate of block transfers during join operation 

processing. Algorithms that support the proposed work for 

evaluating join are [7]. 

Nested Loops Join (NLJ). 

Block Nested Loops Join (BNLJ –one block at a time) 

Block Nested Loops Join (BNLJ –multiple block at a time) 

2.1 Nested Loops Join (NLJ) 
In Nested loop join algorithm, pairs of nested for loops are used to 

perform join operation. Relation ‘r’ is called outer relation and 

relation ‘s’ is the inner relation of the join, since the outer loop for 

relation ‘r’ contains the inner loop for relation ‘s’. The algorithm 

uses the notation tstr ⋅ , where tr  and ts  are tuples; tstr ⋅  

denotes the tuples constructed by concatenating the attribute 

values of tuples tr  and ts  [15].  

In Nested Loop Join, it is very necessary to find out which 

relation is scanned by the outer loop and which is scanned by the 

inner loop of the join algorithm as the relations are stored in the 

form of file on the hard disk. The percentage of records in the 

relation in database that will be joined with records in the other 

relation of the same [16]. 

Let us assume that, number of tuples in relation ‘r’ = nr , number 

of tuples in relation ‘s’ = ns , number of blocks of relation ‘r’ 

= bR , number of blocks of relation ‘s’ = bS , and number of 

blocks fits in main memory at once = Z. 

Algorithm: 1 Nested Loop Join (Tuple-at-a-time) [15] 

for each tuple tr  in r 

{tuples of relation ‘r’ are scanned one by one. 

  for each tuple ts  in s 

  {tuples of relation ‘s’ are scanned one by one. 

     If join condition is true for ( )tstr,  

          add tstr ⋅  to the result. 

    } 

} 

Algorithm for join applied on the block which resides on the main 

memory. This algorithm ensures that how the join performed in 

main memory. In the scanning of each tuple of relation ‘r’, it 

should be clear that the tuples of relation ‘s’ is scanned nr times, 

resulting ( )nsnr ∗  scanning for total tuples during join operation 

processing. In the scanning of one tuple for relation ‘r’, bS  

blocks of relation ‘s’ has been scanned. In the scanning of nr 

tuples for relation ‘r’, ( )nrbS ∗  scan needed. Total scans are equal 

to ( )bRbSnr +∗ . nr seeks needed to scan relation ‘r’ and bR  

seeks needed to scan relation ‘s’ [15]. Total seeks are equal 

to ( )bRnr + . Complexity = ( )nsnr ∗Ο , where, nr and ns number 

of tuples contained in relation ‘r’ and relation ‘s’ respectively. 

2.2 Block Nested Loop Join (BNLJ-One 

Block at A Time) 
In Block Nested Loop Join, when relations ‘r’ and relation ‘s’ has 

to be joined, the outer loop is for reading the blocks of relation ‘r’ 

and inner loop is reading the blocks of relation ‘s’. If relation ‘r’ 

and relation ‘s’ are small enough to fit into the main memory than 

the join operation is performed more effectively [6]. 

In Block nested loop join, before performing the join operation 

the relations to be joined are first placed into the main memory 

[12]. In Block Nested Loop Join algorithm, the number of disk 

accesses consists of two operations – one is to read the blocks of 

relation ‘r’ and other to access the disk for reading the blocks of 

relation ‘s’. [8]. 

Algorithm: 2 Block Nested Loop Join (Block-at-a-time) [9] 

for each block bR  of ‘r’ do 

{blocks of relation ‘r’ are scanned one by one. 

   for each block bS  of s do 

   {blocks of relation ‘r’ are scanned one by one. 

        Compute bR  bS  in memory 

    } 

}  

The Block Nested Loop Join algorithm is an advanced algorithm 

of the nested loop join algorithm which is used for transfer of 

blocks efficiently rather than transferring the tuples of the 

participating relations in the join operation. The block nested loop 

joins algorithm works by reading a block of tuples, from the outer 

and inner relation [10]. In BNLJ (one block at a time) chunks of 

each relation is transferred from hard disk to main memory where 

join operations is performed [9]. 

Block nested loop join algorithms break the outer relation ‘r’ into 

blocks that can fit into the main memory input buffer pages and 

then scanning of all the inner relation ‘s’ for each block of the 

outer relation is performed [12]. Key on outer relation, for each 

block of relation ‘r’ is scanned, the bS  blocks of relation ‘s’ are 

scanned and for bR  blocks of relation ‘r’, the ( )bRbS ∗  times the 

blocks of relation ‘s’ are scanned. The total block transfer is 

( )( )bRbSbR +∗ , seek Time is ( )bR∗2  and access complexity is 

( )4^nΟ  [15]. 

2.3 Block Nested Loop Join ( )2Z −  (BNLJ-

Multiple Block Transfer) 
Block Nested Loop Join (Multiple-Block-Transfer) divides 

memory into two parts. Zr   blocks are used for relation ‘r’ and 

Zs  blocks of main memory are used for relation ‘s’ [13]. If 

( )2−Z blocks of relation ‘r’ are transferred to main memory and 

at ( )thZ 1− location in the main memory one block of relation ‘s’ 

is placed then the tuples of block of relation ‘s’ are compared with 

tuples in the ( )2−Z blocks of relation ‘r’. After satisfying the join 

condition, join result is produced as a joined relation.  
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In Block Nested Loop Join ( )2−Z , the number of blocks 

transferred for relation ‘r’ is ( )( )2ZbR/ −  and the number of 

blocks transferred for relation ‘s’ is ( )( ) bSZbR ∗− 2/ . 

Algorithm: 3 Block Nested Loop Join ( )2−Z  [15] 

for each block bR  ( )2−Z of relation ‘r’ do 

{//block from relation ‘s’ 

   for each block bS  of relation ‘s’ do 

   {// tuples are scanned from bR  

      for each tuple tr  in bR  do 

      {//tuples are scanned from bS  

        f or each tuple ts  in bS  

         {Test pair ( )tstr,  to see if they satisfy the join condition 

              add tstr ⋅ to the result 

          } 

       } 

     } 

  } 

 Block Nested Loop Join ( )2−Z  [15]:- 

Use the largest size that can fit in main memory, considering that 

space for the inner relation’s buffer and the output also. 

If memory has Z blocks, read ( )2−Z blocks of the outer relation 

at a time and also read a block of the inner relation to join it with 

all the ( )2−Z blocks of the outer relation. 

Total Block transfer = ( )( )( ) bRbSZbR +∗− 2/  

Total seeks                 = ( )( )2/2 −ZbR  

Complexity                = ( )4^nΟ  

2.4 Block Nested Loop Join ( )3Z −  (BNLJ-

Multiple Block Transfer) [14] 
It has been assumed that total number of blocks that fits in the 

main memory is Z, total number of blocks in which relation ‘r’ 

fits on hard disk is bR , and total number of blocks in which 

relation ‘s’ fits on disk is  bS . If ( )3−Z  blocks of relation ‘r’ are 

transferred from disk to main memory and two blocks of relation 

‘s’ are transferred from hard disk to main memory in one scan 

than the comparison is done and after satisfying the join condition 

the tuples are joined and transferred to output buffer at Zth  

location of main memory. Then, the total number of block 

transfers decreases as compared to when  transfer of ( )2−Z  

blocks and one block of relation ‘r’ and relation ‘s’ has been done 

respectively. If bR  is less than Z or bR  equals to Z, then number 

of blocks transfers for relation ‘r’ is ( )( )3/ −ZbR , and number of 

blocks transfers for relation ‘s’ is ( )( )( ) 2/3/ bSZbR ∗− . Then, the 

total block transfers during r join s is the addition of  number of 

block transfers from relation ‘r’ and number of block transfers 

from relation ‘s’ which is  ( )( ) ( )( )( ) 2/3/3/ bSZbRZbR ∗−+− . 

 
Fig 1:  Transfer of Blocks from relation ‘r’ and relation ‘s’ to 

main memory in block nested loop ( )3Z −  algorithm. 

Let us assume that,  

bR  = total number of blocks on disk in which relation ‘r’ fits. 

bS  = total number of blocks on disk which relation ‘s’ fits. 

 xr  = Points to first tuple of first block of relation ‘r’ that is 

transferred to main memory. 

xs  = Points to first tuple (first) of first block of relation ‘s’ in 

main memory. 

bpr = Block Pointer i.e., it points to the block which is to be 

accessed. 

bps  = Block Pointer of blocks of relation ‘s’ in main memory. 

i.e., it points to the block which is under consideration. 

Z = Total number of blocks that can fit in main memory. 

Let us assume that, ( )3−Z  blocks are transferred for inner loop 

from disk to main memory at ( )thZ 2−  and ( )thZ 1− location 

transfer two blocks of relation ‘s’ in main memory. Zth  location 

is left and is used as an output buffer for join result. Assuming 

relation ‘r’ is smaller in size in comparison to relation ‘s’. 

Algorithm: 4 Block Nested Loop Join ( )3−Z  

( )( )3/ −= ZbRi  

( )( )( ) 2/3/ bSZbRj ∗−=  

While ( )0≠i                   //blocks of relation ‘r’ outer loop 

{Move ( )3−Z  blocks of relation ‘r’ in main memory. 

  bpr points to first block of relation ‘r’ in main memory 

   While ( )0≠j             //blocks of relation ‘r’ outer loop 

    {Move two blocks of relation ‘s’ at ( )thZ 2− and ( )thZ 1−   

       location of main memory. 

      bps  points to first block of relation ‘s’ in main memory 

     While ( xr reaches end of block pointed by bpr ) 

      {Check whether all tuples of bpr are exhausted or not. 

         

Z-3 blocks of ‘r’ 

Input buffer for ‘s’ 

Output buffer 

Join result 

Relation ‘r’ 

Relation ‘s’ 
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 Fig 2:  Transfer of Blocks from relation ‘r’ and relation‘s’ to 

main memory in block nested loop ( )4Z −  algorithm. 

      While ( xs  reaches end of block pointed by bps ) 

       { Check whether bps are exhausted or not. 

Compare tuples xr  and xs  and check the join 

condition, if it satisfies then adds ( )xsxr ⋅  to output 

buffer. 

;++xs  

       }  ;++xr  

     } ;++bps   ;−−j  

   } ;++bpr   ;−−i  

} 

 

3 PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Block Nested Loop Join ( )4Z −  (Author’s 

Proposed Algorithm) 
It has been assumed that total number of blocks that fits in the 

main memory is Z, total number of blocks in which relation ‘r’ 

fits on hard disk is bR , and total number of blocks in which 

relation ‘s’ fits on disk is  bS . If ( )4−Z  blocks of relation ‘r’ are 

transferred from disk to main memory and three blocks of relation 

‘s’ are transferred from hard disk to main memory in one scan 

than the comparison is done and after satisfying the join condition 

the tuples are joined and transferred to output buffer at Zth  

location of main memory. Then, the total number of block 

transfers decreases as compared to when  transfer of 

( )3−Z blocks and two block of relation ‘r’ and relation ‘s’ has 

been done respectively. If bR  is less than Z or  bR  equals to Z, 

then number of blocks transfers for relation ‘r’ is ( )( )4/ −ZbR , 

and number of blocks transfers for relation ‘s’ is 

( )( )( ) 3/4/ bSZbR ∗− . Then, the total block transfers during r join 

s is the addition of  number of block transfers from relation ‘r’ and 

number of block transfers from relation ‘s’ which is 

( )( ) ( )( )( ) 3/4/4/ bSZbRZbR ∗−+− . 

 

 

Let us assume that,  

bR  = total number of blocks on disk in which relation ‘r’ fits. 

bS  = total number of blocks on disk which relation ‘s’ fits 

 xr  = Points to first tuple of first block of relation ‘r’ that is 

transferred to main memory. 

xs  = Points to first tuple (first) of first block of relation ‘s’ in 

main memory. 

bpr  = Block Pointer i.e., it points to the block which is to be 

accessed. 

bps  = Block Pointer of blocks of relation ‘s’ in main memory. 

i.e., it points to the block which is under consideration. 

Z = Total number of blocks that can fit in main memory. 

Let us assume that, three blocks are transferred for inner loop 

from disk to main memory at ( )thZ 3− , ( )thZ 2− and 

( )thZ 1− location transfer two blocks of relation ‘s’ in main 

memory. Zth  location is left and is used as an output buffer for 

join result. Assuming relation ‘r’ is smaller in size in comparison 

to relation ‘s’. 

Algorithm: 5 Block Nested Loop Join ( )4−Z  (Author’s Proposed 

Algorithm) 

( )( )4/ −= ZbRi  

( )( )( ) 3/4/ bSZbRj ∗−=  

While ( )0≠i  //blocks of relation ‘r’ outer loop 

{Move ( )4−Z  blocks of relation ‘r’ in main memory. 

  bpr points to first block of relation ‘r’ in main memory 

   While ( )0≠j  //blocks of relation ‘r’ outer loop 

    {Move three blocks of relation ‘s’ at ( )thZ 3−  , ( )thZ 2−  

      and ( )thZ 1− location of main memory. 

      bps  points to first block of relation ‘s’ in main memory 

     While ( xr  reaches end of block pointed by bpr ) 

      {Check whether all tuples of bpr are exhausted or not. 

        While ( xs  reaches end of block pointed by bps) 

         {Check whether bps are exhausted or not 

           Compare tuples xr  and xs  and check the join 

           condition, if it satisfies then adds ( )xsxr ⋅ to output 

            buffer. 

          ;++xs  

           } ;++xr  

     } ;++bps  ;−−j  

   } ;++bpr  ;−−i  

} 

Z-4 blocks of ‘r’ 

Input buffer for ‘s’ 

Output buffer 

Join result 

Relation ‘r’ 

Relation ‘s’ 
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3.2 Block Nested Loop Join ( )5Z −  (Author’s 

Proposed Algorithm) 
It has been assumed that total number of blocks that fits in the 

main memory is Z, total number of blocks in which relation ‘r’ 

 Fig 3:  Transfer of Blocks from relation ‘r’ and relation‘s’ to 

main memory in block nested loop ( )5Z −  algorithm 

fits on hard disk is bR , and total number of blocks in which 

relation ‘s’ fits on disk is  bS . If ( )5−Z  blocks of relation ‘r’ are 

transferred from disk to main memory and four blocks of relation 

‘s’ are transferred from hard disk to main memory in one scan 

than the comparison is done and after satisfying the join condition 

the tuples are joined and transferred to output buffer at Zth  

location of main memory. Then, the total number of block 

transfers decreases as compared to when  transfer of ( )4−Z  

blocks and three block of relation ‘r’ and relation ‘s’ has been 

done respectively. If bR  is less than Z or bR  equals to Z, then 

number of blocks transfers for relation ‘r’ is ( )( )5/ −ZbR , and 

number of blocks transfers for relation ‘s’ is 

( )( )( ) 4/5/ bSZbR ∗− . Then, the total block transfers during r join 

s is the addition of  number of block transfers from relation ‘r’ and 

number of block transfers from relation ‘s’ which is  

( )( ) ( )( )( ) 4/5/5/ bSZbRZbR ∗−+− . 

 Let us assume that,  

bR  = total number of blocks on disk in which relation ‘r’ fits. 

bS  = total number of blocks on disk which relation ‘s’ fits 

xr  = Points to first tuple of first block of relation ‘r’ that is 

transferred to main memory. 

xs  = Points to first tuple of the first block of relation ‘s’ in main 

memory. 

bpr  = Block Pointer i.e., it points to the block to be accessed. 

bps  = Block Pointer of blocks of relation ‘s’ in main memory. 

i.e., it points to the block which is under consideration. 

Z = Total number of blocks that can fit in main memory. 

Algorithm: 6 Block Nested Loop Join ( )5−Z  (Author’s Proposed 

Algorithm) 

( )( )5/ −= ZbRi  

( )( )( ) 4/5/ bSZbRj ∗−=  

While ( )0≠i  //blocks of relation ‘r’ outer loop 

{Move ( )5−Z  blocks of relation ‘r’ in main memory. 

  bpr points to first block of relation ‘r’ in main memory 

   While ( )0≠j  //blocks of relation ‘r’ outer loop 

    {Move four blocks of relation ‘s’ at ( )thZ 4− , ( )thZ 3− ,  

       ( )thZ 2−  and ( )thZ 1− location of main memory. 

     bps  points to first block of relation ‘s’ in main memory 

     While ( xr  reaches end of block pointed by bpr ) 

      {Check whether all tuples of bpr are exhausted or not. 

        While ( xs  reaches end of block pointed by bps) 

         {Check whether bps  are exhausted or not 

           Compare tuples xr  and xs  and check the join 

           condition, if it satisfies then adds ( )xsxr ⋅  to output 

            buffer. 

          ;++xs  

          } ;++xr  

     ;++bps  ;−−j  

   } ;++bpr  ;−−i  

} 

4 RESULT & DISCUSSION 
Complexity of the proposed algorithm that works in transfer of 

( )4−Z and ( )5−Z  blocks is not increased but the rate of block 

transfers and time efficiently decreases. It is shown in the table 1 

that the complexities of the proposed algorithms named block 

nested loop ( )4−Z  and block nested loop ( )5−Z algorithm are 

not increased in comparison to the previous join algorithms. So, 

from the complexity point of views the algorithms proposed in 

this paper are considerably good as they are good when rate of 

block transfer is the comparing factor between the block nested 

loop algorithms. It is also shown in the table 1 that form block 

nested loop ( )2−Z  to block nested loop ( )5−Z  the complexity 

is ( )4^nΟ . 

Table 1. Complexities Comparison 

Algorithms Access Complexities 

NLJ ( )nsnr ⋅Ο  

BNLJ(one block at a time) ( )4^nΟ  

BNLJ(Z-2) ( )4^nΟ  

BNLJ(Z-3) ( )4^nΟ  

BNLJ(Z-4) (Author’s Proposed) ( )4^nΟ  

BNLJ(Z-5) (Author’s Proposed) ( )4^nΟ  

Z-5 blocks of ‘r’ 

Input buffer for ‘s’ 

Output buffer 

Join result 

Relation ‘r’ 

Relation ‘s’ 
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This is the table that shows the comparisons of previously 

developed algorithm with the algorithm that has been proposed in 

this paper. Seek time for of the proposed algorithms named block 

nested loop ( )4−Z  and block nested loop ( )5−Z  algorithm are 

calculated as ( )( )4/2 −∗ ZbR  and ( )( )5/2 −∗ ZbR  respectively. 

Where, bR  is the number of blocks of relation ‘r’ and Z is the 

size in pages of main memory. 

Table 2. Seek Time Comparison 

Algorithms Seek Time 

NLJ bSbR +  

BNLJ(one block at a time) bR∗2  

BNLJ(Z-2) ( )( )2/2 −∗ ZbR  

BNLJ(Z-3) ( )( )3/2 −∗ ZbR  

BNLJ(Z-4) (Author’s Proposed) ( )( )4/2 −∗ ZbR  

BNLJ(Z-5) (Author’s Proposed) ( )( )5/2 −∗ ZbR  

In Nested Loop Join algorithm, the number of tuples transferred 

for relation ‘r’ is ( )bSnr ∗  and the number of tuples transferred 

for relation ‘s’ is bR , where nr is the number of tuples in relation 

‘r’. And, the total number of tuples transferred is presented in the 

table 3. In Block Nested Loop algorithm for one by one block 

transfer, the number of blocks transfer for relation ‘r’ is bR and 

the number of blocks transferred for relation ‘s’ is ( )bSbR ∗ . The 

total numbers of blocks transferred during block nested loop join 

for one by one transfer of blocks is presented in the table 3. In 

Block Nested Loop ( )2−Z  algorithm, the number of blocks 

transferred for relation ‘r’ is ( )( )2ZbR/ −  and the number of 

blocks transferred for relation ‘s’ is ( )( ) bSZbR ∗− 2/ . The total 

number of blocks transferred during block nested loop join 

( )2−Z  is presented in the table 3. In Block Nested Loop ( )3−Z  

algorithm, the number of blocks transferred for relation ‘r’ 

is ( )( )3/ −ZbR  and number of blocks transferred for relation ‘s’ is 

( )( )( ) 2/3/ bSZbR ∗− . The total number of blocks transferred 

during block nested loop join ( )3−Z  is presented in the table 3. 

Rate of block transfer is minimized for this algorithm by ½ for 

transfer of blocks of relation ‘s’. In Block Nested Loop ( )4−Z  

algorithm, the number of blocks transferred for relation ‘r’ is 

( )( )4/ −ZbR  and number of blocks transferred for relation ‘s’ is 

( )( )( ) 3/4/ bSZbR ∗− . The total number of blocks transferred 

during block nested loop join ( )4−Z  that is proposed in this 

paper is presented in the table 3. Rate of block transfer is 

minimized for this algorithm by 1/3 for transfer of blocks of 

relation ‘s’. 

Table 3. Rate of Block Transfer 

Algorithms No. of blocks transferred (in total) 

NLJ(tuples) ( )bRbSnr +∗  

BNLJ (one block) ( )( )bRbSbR +∗  

BNLJ (Z-2) ( )( ) ( )( )( )bSZbrZbR ∗−+− 2/2/  

BNLJ (Z-3) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) 2/3/3/ bSZbRZbR ∗−+−  

BNLJ (Z-4) 

(Author’s Proposed) 
( )( ) ( )( )( ) 3/4/4/ bSZbRZbR ∗−+−  

BNLJ (Z-5) 

(Author’s Proposed) 
( )( ) ( )( )( ) 4/5/5/ bSZbRZbR ∗−+−  

In Block Nested Loop ( )5−Z  algorithm, the number of blocks 

transferred for relation ‘r’ is ( )( )5/ −ZbR  and number of blocks 

transferred for relation ‘s’ is ( )( )( ) 4/5/ bSZbR ∗− . The total 

number of blocks transferred during block nested loop join 

( )5−Z  that is proposed in this paper is presented in the table 3. 

Rate of block transfer is minimized for this algorithm by 1/4 for 

transfer of blocks of relation ‘s’. 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper an approach has been presented that minimizes the 

rate of block transfer during join operation processing. In this 

paper the proposed approach extended the algorithm of block 

nested loop join that is an effective approach to the join operation 

processing. However, changing the number of block transfers 

from disk to main memory is sufficient to minimize the rate of 

block transfers during join relation ‘r’ and relation ‘s’. Some of 

the main ideas of this paper are: (1) Avoid the fetching of one 

block transfer for relation ‘s’, (2) For relation at inner loop, the 

rate of block transfer is decreased by 1/5, (3) The complexity level 

does not increase, and (4) Minimizes the number of scans. 

Comparison of the proposed algorithm on the basis of access 

complexity; seek time and the rate of block transfer has been 

proposed.  A number of issues are there as the future work for this 

paper, it includes the implementation of the proposed algorithm 

and previous ones also and comparing the test results of the entire 

join algorithms for finding the best one on the basis of different 

factors as comparing factors like seek time, cost and join 

processing time etc. 
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